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An exquisite gift book that's "a true bottomless cup" (New York Newsday) of delicious
information, The Book of Coffee and Tea is a passionate guide to selecting, tasting, preparing,
and serving the beverages caffeine connoisseurs can't live without. Written by Joel, David, and
Karl Schapira--acknowledged experts in the coffee-roasting and tea-importing business--this
book will tell you everything you ever wanted to know about that beloved cup of joe (or orange
pekoe), including how to: distinguish between Kona, Jamaican, Mocha, Java, and the other
varieties of coffee; choose the method of brewing that's best for you; make the perfect cup of
coffee at the ideal temperature, no mater which method you choose; recognize ginseng, oolong,
Earl Grey Ceylon, and the myriad other types of tea; blend and prepare your own herbal teas at
home; recognize quality and freshness; find the best coffee, tea, equipment, and accessories,
using the completely updated mail order section.Rich with the lore, steeped in tradition, and
brimming with expert information, this is the only book coffee and tea lovers will ever need.
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 To Diane, Rosalen, and Bonnie

Foreword to Second Revised EditionANNIE: Dad, what’s the worst thing in the world?DAD: What
do you think?ANNIE: Dishonesty.Coffee is nothing if it’s not fresh and tea pales if stale. I did not
want to reheat this book, this labor of love. I did not want to update it or amend it and thereby see
its essential warmth go out of it. It’s not just laziness that has stayed my hand, that has kept me
from adding new stuff into and onto our old book. It’s been love itself, and isn’t love a kind of
honesty? Our book’s the same as it’s always been. It is unaugmented and I am unrepentant; the
revision is up to you. Let me suggest a path of seeing anew.A foreword is an opening and what
opens reveals. If the spirit that breathes through your association with coffee and tea is free and
open, you will do well. My wife Diane calls to me from the stove in our kitchen. She’s making iced
coffee, with coffee ice cream, for herself and her friend Kathleen. The double strength coffee is
brewed and she asks, “What’s first: ice or ice cream or coffee?” I don’t remember so I answer, “I
don’t remember.”I have made this drink a hundred times. It delights me but I do not know the
recipe. I wonder why it would matter which went where or when? She calls “O.K., I’ll put the ice
in first,” kindly trying to let my mind slide away from the task of answering. Then, knowing, but not
knowing if I am right, I blurt out, “Ice cream first, then coffee. Ice last.”Did I remember how? I
didn’t, but I cared. If you care what matters, you’ll know what matters, your vision will carry the
day and, if someone you love calls from the stove, you will say ice cream first, and you will say
coffee next and you will say ice cubes last. Having asked yourself why, you will access first
principles, you will trust yourself, you will touch the truth. You will see the whole, so you will see
the parts.Of course the coffee must be double strength, because it is destined for dilution by the
ice. Of course the ice cream goes in first so that the hot coffee can draw its creamy sweetness
into itself. Then BOOM you throw the ice in. Everything gets cold fast. The melting of the ice
cream is checked, so some solid ice cream remains. The coffee, already somewhat cooled by
the ice cream, melts some, but not too much, ice, and so the coffee itself is not overly diluted.
The marriage is perfect more than twenty years after I gave her a coffee pot and a pound of



coffee on our first date.What sets your imagination free, what lets your best instincts go to work?
Going forward, going backward, or being who you are and knowing what you know? Are you
trying to carry all the information around with you? When I went to basketball camp, I learned
what forwards do as X’s and O’s in complicated plays. Actually, what I personally did was not
learn what forwards do since X’s and O’s make me dizzy. The joy this aging hoopster feels on a
basketball court comes not from knowing roles or rules; my joy is cutting madly to the basket. I
find the ball in my hands because my teammate knew, before I did, that I’d be there. Because I
am alive and aware, thoughtlessly it goes through the hoop. And that’s how I want you to make
coffee.Coffee is a creation. Creators increase, but fakers abound. Charlatans who want, as Bob
Dylan says, “to take your voice and leave you howling at the moon.” You can’t tell who not to
trust. Once liars and fakers discover the language of truth, honest folks have to clam up. A large
chain can sell you the best beans or the worst; so can the small one-guy operation. He may be
blessed, she may have the gift, or they could be heartless, unskilled predators exploiting a trend.
Alchemists, true creators, must be discovered, but how? Don’t be afraid. Wake up, wake up, and
smell the coffee. Sometimes I make bad coffee. Learn from your mistakes. Be honest, so you
can trust yourself. You can’t tell much by looking and listening. Follow your nose; don’t be led
around by it.Coffee bars proliferate and landlords salivate as major metropolitan areas are
saturated with … milk. Yes, the much vaunted coffee renaissance often looks very much like a
large glass of hot milk, stained by carelessness. If you’re gladly plunking down $2.50 for a
mediocre cappuccino but complaining bitterly about $10.00 for a pound of great coffee, wake up.
Realize that you’re thinking twenty-five cents per cup is too much. Then imagine that your
thinking is robbing you. While the cultivation of laziness can offer great rewards, convenience is
almost always a thief.You can get coffee to go and go, or you could stay awhile. Hurry on, and it
might seem that much has changed, that much is changing. Stay and see how much more
remains the same. For here or to go? But to go where? Our separate ways in paper cups on a
sea of steamy milk … flavored with burnt coffee … tainted by sweet syrup. Stay with me, sit
across from me, stay. As the world swirls by, we will look into our dark coffees and we’ll know that
we are alive.Don’t trade your inheritance for a mess of beans, your imagination for an image. An
artist I know looks to paint a landscape in which she sees herself. Don’t take yourself out of the
picture. Don’t exclude yourself from your experience of coffee and tea. Most of all be generous.
Generosity is the philosopher’s stone; it’s what turns base metals into gold.It’s a good thing that
a foreword, which is what this is, is not a forward. Forward is where every one seems to be going
in such a big hurry that they don’t have time to have a cup of coffee with me or you. Hurrying
forward isn’t funny to me, but writing a foreword is pretty funny, because this is a book I wrote
twenty years ago … and now I’m going to say something before it. A friend said that trying to
write a foreword when what you’re really writing is a backward can produce that strange feeling
of déja vu, which is completely true, so let’s look back and see if we have moved ahead.Looking
back I see myself in Houston to accept, for my Dad, the Specialty Coffee Association of
America’s Lifetime Achievement Award. He passed on a couple of years ago. Ron Bowen is



gone too. The store on Tenth Street lasted ninety-two years, but it couldn’t last any longer. Much
sorrow but much joy. I have three daughters—Kate makes me coffee before she goes to school.
Annie and Rachel love me in other ways. Karl’s daughter Gabrielle was one when we wrote this
book. She’s a college graduate and Ethan, his son, now wins when we play one-on-one hoops.
Sadness and joy, bitter and sweet, back and forth and in between.What made us write this book
was compassion. We wanted to reach everyone who was not coming into the family store in
Greenwich Village. We extended a helping hand to those with no access to, or even knowledge
of, the extraordinary pleasures of excellent, fresh coffee and tea. Twenty years back we
encouraged you to take the less traveled paths. So heavily trodden and sodden are some of
those paths, we are moved to offer this revision: be forward, be radical, be impudent, be bold, be
extreme.Four words: Taste. Taste. Taste. Taste.November 1995

ForewordThis book has been two years in the writing but more than seventy years in the making.
For three generations our family has provided freshly roasted coffees and carefully selected teas
to patrons of our New York shop. Morris Schapira (we called him Schap) founded our family
business, and for many years it was his custom to invite his favorite customers to join him for tea
at the testing table. With this book, we extend that invitation to all who seek that “cup of infinite
pleasure.” We are your hosts and your guides. We want you to share with us a world of warmth
and flavor—the enjoyments of a delicious cup of coffee, and perfect cup of tea. We want to tell
you the story of how these wonderful and bracing beverages are created. They come out of
antiquity and from across the wide oceans to delight your senses and invigorate your spirit. We
want to share our knowledge, gleaned from long experience and based on a somewhat fanatical
devotion to quality. We have tried to answer the questions, solve the problems, correct the
misconceptions, and combat the lies about how to get and make good coffee and tea. Most of
all, we have tried to give you the know-how to intelligently and confidently select and prepare
two of humankind’s most cherished refreshments.The elements of fire, water, air, and earth join
forces to give us the coffee bean and the tea leaf. Coffee may be pulped, washed, dried,
roasted, ground, and finally brewed. Tea may be withered, dried, rolled, fermented, fired, cut,
and also, at last, brewed. But through the metamorphosis, in all their forms, coffee and tea each
remains a single thing, manifesting itself in a variety of disguises. The energy put into the beans
and leaves by nature is the energy which suffuses our being when we drink.Ancient myths that
proposed to explain the origins and attributes of coffee and tea are fanciful—peopled by ghosts,
goatherds, messenger birds, monks. If these legends and tales are extravagantly imaginative,
they have only stretched the truth in order to express the tremendous awe once inspired by
these newly discovered plants. Modern coffee and tea myths manufactured on Madison Avenue
inspire us with nothing more than well deserved mistrust.We most heartily recommend that you
do some gustatory shun-piking—take the backroads, take your time, and put your money where
your mouth is. Use this book as a map—but if you come across some uncharted byway, make
the turn, take the chance, and be all the richer for it.June 1975New York City



COFFEE

1. The Story of CoffeeTHE ORIGINS OF COFFEECOFFEE WAS FIRST prepared not as a
beverage but as a food. African tribes would use stone mortars to crush the ripe cherries from
wild coffee trees, mix them with animal fat, and then fashion this exotic blend into round balls
which they consumed on their war parties. This food had two advantages: the fat, combined with
raw coffee’s high protein content (lost when coffee is prepared as a beverage), provided
concentrated nourishment; and the considerable caffeine content of the mixture acted as a
stimulant to spur the warriors on to heights of savagery.Coffee as a beverage appeared next—
not in the form that we know it, but as a wine made in Africa from the fermented juice of the ripe
cherries mixed with cold water. Or in some cases, the aroma of the dried beans was so attractive
to early coffee drinkers that they simply immersed them in cold water and drank the resulting
beverage; as a later refinement they crushed the beans. It wasn’t until 1000 A.D., when the
Arabs learned to boil coffee, that it became a hot drink.From its first discovery the new drink was
shrouded in mystery, imbued with magical properties, and surrounded with controversy. Legends
link coffee with doctors, priests, poets, and philosophers. The first coffee drinkers experienced
sensations ranging from exhilaration to religious ecstasy.One legend concerns the adventures of
the dervish Omar. Condemned by his enemies to wander and die of starvation in a desert
outside the Yemenite port of Mocha, Omar is awakened at midnight by an enormous apparition,
the spirit of his dead mentor. He is guided to a coffee tree, where he picks the fruit and roasts the
seeds. He then tries to soften them in water, and, when this fails, drinks the liquid. Astounded at
his physical and mental feeling of well-being, he introduces the beverage to Mocha where its
beneficial effects, attested to by his survival, are considered signs from God.In another legend
Kaldi, a young goatherd, sees his flock prancing and cavorting on their hind legs after eating
certain cherries. Being of a melancholy disposition, he resolves to try the fruit himself. A passing
monk is astonished one day to see herdsman and flock merrily dancing together in a meadow.
After learning Kaldi’s secret and adding the refinements of drying and boiling the fruit, the monk
uses the new drink to keep awake for night-long religious ceremonies.So the coffee beverage
took on a mythical status—somewhere between that of the manna of the Old Testament and the
heady wine of Bacchus—and began to spread throughout the Arab world. At first consumed only
on the advice of a physician or as an adjunct to a religious ceremony, the beverage rapidly
became popularized. More and more doctors accepted coffee as beneficial and prescribed it to
their willing patients. Dervishes introduced the drink at night-long religious ceremonies in Aden,
Yemen, Cairo, and Mecca, where they passed huge jars of coffee around and chanted prayers
until the newly risen sun glinted on the hot, dark liquid. Scholars, lawyers, artists, and those who
worked at night discovered the delights and beneficial side-effects of coffee. Doctors no longer
had to prescribe the drink; coffee was becoming a permanent part of the civilized Eastern
world.To supply the growing demand for the new drink the Arabs developed a simple but
effective form of cultivation, starting their coffee plants in nurseries from seed and transferring



the young plants to plantations in the foothills of nearby mountains when they were strong
enough. An irrigation system of pebble-lined trenches distributed water from the mountain
streams among the young coffee trees, and shade poplars protected them from the
sun.Methods of preparation also became more sophisticated as the popularity of coffee grew.
Around 1200 A.D., coffee was being prepared as a decoction from the dried hulls of the bean.
Soon someone got the idea of roasting the hulls over a charcoal fire. The roasted hulls and a
small amount of the silver skins were thrown into boiling water for half an hour, producing a pale
yellow liquid. By the sixteenth century further advances had been introduced: the whole bean
was roasted on stone trays, then on metal plates; the roasted beans boiled in water produced a
strong liquor. Finally the roasted beans were pulverized with a mortar and pestle and the powder
combined with boiling water. This decoction was consumed grounds and all, and was the
reigning method of coffee preparation for over 300 years.At the same time as coffee beans were
introduced, the Arabs made changes in coffee preparation that greatly improved its flavor.
Powdered coffee was steeped in water for a day, and half the liquor was boiled away and then
stored in pots to be reheated and served when needed. The invention of the ibrik, or coffee
boiler, speeded up the process; powdered coffee, cinnamon, cloves, amber, and sugar were
boiled together and the brew was served in tiny china cups. The grounds were allowed to settle
and the coffee was sucked up in sips as hot as the human tongue could stand.When coffee
began to lose its purely religious associations, the first coffee houses, or qahveh khaneh, sprang
up in Mecca to accommodate secular demand for the beverage. The music, gambling, and free-
wheeling social, political, and religious discussions that were a part of Levantine coffee-house
life threatened rulers of the sixteenth century. At three different times the government, aided by
clerics who saw their congregations deserting the temple for the coffee house, and by doctors
who were interested in dispensing coffee as a costly medicine, attempted to shut down the
qahveh khaneh. These persecutions eventually failed; coffee was too delicious to be restricted,
and since wine was forbidden, water in the Levant was scarce and brackish, and goat’s milk
hardly palatable, coffee was the perfect thirst-quencher. Finally, the grand viziers realized that
the coffee houses could provide an important source of tax revenue.The cafenets of
Constantinople and Damascus were the protoypes of the great Western coffee houses. These
Eastern establishments were devoted to enhancing in leisure the sensibilities of the men of the
age. Simple and comfortable, with prints and rugs decorating the walls, they were located in
cool, pleasant open squares, often with a view onto water or a wide landscape, and represented
a welcome refuge from the scorching desert. Friends met here to talk and contemplate life. The
excitement of the city was concentrated here; for patrons of the coffee house it was opera and
theater combined. Backgammon and chess were played in coffee houses, and it is said the
game of bridge originated in the coffee houses of Constantinople.Once coffee had become
popularized in the coffee houses it moved into the home, where the drink took on an ever-
increasing importance in the lives of Near Eastern peoples. An elaborate coffee ceremony
evolved that rivaled the Japanese Tea Ceremony in complexity, beauty of implements, and



decorum, if not in spiritual import. The ceremony took place in the K’hawah, or coffee hall, which
featured a charcoal-burning fireplace, decorative rugs and cushions, and ornamental copper
coffeepots around the place of honor. The host and his guests exchanged salaams along with
formal salutations invoking the blessings of Allah. The host then roasted the green beans,
crushed them with a mortar and pestle, and ceremoniously prepared the drink. Dates dipped in
butter were served as a refreshment. When the coffee was ready the host poured for everyone
and drank the first cup himself, assuring the company there was no “death in the pot.”Coffee
touched all aspects of life in the Near East. Arab drivers and laborers had coffee kits in their
saddle bags and packs. They would build a fire by the roadside, roast their supply of green
beans on an iron plate, pound them in a mortar, and boil the strong, foaming brew in their ibriks.
Merchants served coffee to their customers before the bargaining began. Barbers gave it to
patrons waiting for haircuts. And Turkish wives could legally divorce a husband who failed to
supply them with the all-important beverage.THE SPREAD OF THE COFFEE BEANIt is
probable that Italy, and more specifically Venice, was the first part of Europe to become
acquainted with coffee. Venetian fleets plied the waters of the world and had a tremendous trade
in silks, spices, perfumes, and dyes with the East; coffee, imported from Constantinople,
probably came to Europe as part of this trade. When the drink reached Rome, fanatic priests
attacked it with such virulence that it was almost forbidden to the Christian world. The priests
maintained that coffee was the drink of the Devil. Since Moslems were forbidden the use of wine
—a drink sanctified by Christ and used in the Holy Communion—Satan, leader of the infidels,
had invented coffee as a substitute. Were Christians to drink this hellish brew, the priests
reasoned, they would risk eternal damnation. Towards the end of the sixteenth century Pope
Clement VIII asked that the beverage be brought before him in order to settle the dispute.
Attracted by its characteristic pungent aroma, he took a sip and found it delightful. He realized
that to allow coffee to be banished from the Christian world would be a sin indeed and, turning
the tables on Satan, baptized it on the spot.The Pope’s blessing quickened the flow of coffee
throughout Italy and made it possible for that country to open the first western coffee houses.
These were at first plain, unadorned, windowless, rather dimly lit rooms. Slowly they became an
integral part of Italian life. They were patronized in the mornings by doctors, merchants, and
artisans, and in the afternoons and evenings by the leisure classes and the ladies, and soon
became vivacious centers of business, politics, and gossip.The English did not become
acquainted wtih coffee in their homeland until nearly a century later, well after their explorers had
encountered it on journeys to the East. In 1599 Anthony Sherley, an English adventurer, set sail
for Persia to convince the Shah to join forces with the West against the Turks, and to foster
British trade interests. An account of the expedition contains the first mention by an Englishman
of coffee drinking in the Orient; it tells of “damned infidells drinking a certaine liquor, which they
do call Coffe.” In following years of the seventeenth century the English seamen Captain John
Smith and Francis Bacon described coffee in their travel books. Robert Burton, English
philosopher and humorist, painted a pen portrait of Turkish coffee houses, and Sir Henry Blount,



“the father of the English coffee house,” told of his coffee-drinking experiences in Turkey and
Egypt.When Cyrill, Patriarch of Constantinople, was strangled by the vizier in 1637, his disciple
Conopios fled in terror to England. A native of Crete trained in the Greek Church, Conopios was
given sanctuary by Archbishop Laud, who made a place for him at Balliol College, Oxford. Every
morning he would take coffee, and as the strong fragrant brew passed his lips we may imagine
the fugitive cleric offering a silent prayer for his murdered mentor while giving thanks for his own
deliverance. Conopios’ escape is the earliest reliable date given for coffee’s entry into England,
although it is probable, given the many previous descriptions of it by writers and travelers, and
the vast trade between the Orient and the British Isles, that coffee was introduced into England
somewhat earlier.Coffee became a great favorite with the students who formed the Oxford
Coffee Club, which was later to become the Royal Society. The first coffee house in London was
opened by Pasqua Rosée in 1652, and other coffee houses were soon to be seen in many cities
throughout Great Britain.Coffee first came to France in 1660, when several merchants of
Marseilles, who had acquired the habit of drinking the beverage while living in the Levant,
decided they could not forgo the pleasure of having it at home. So they brought beans with them
and soon were importing coffee commercially in bales from Egypt. The merchants of Lyons
followed a similar pattern. In 1671 the first coffee house was opened in Marseilles. The spread of
coffee through France was fought by the wine makers and doctors; the former feared its
popularity would change the drinking habits of Frenchmen and cut into their profits, while the
latter wanted to retain control over experimentation with and dispensation of the new beverage,
thus keeping it at the level of a rare medicine.The drink’s popularity won out, and coffee received
its final approbation in the Paris of Louis XIV in 1669, when the Turkish ambassador, Suleiman
Aga, began holding flamboyant coffee parties for the French nobility. These elaborate bashes
were held in an opulent rented palace and were fueled by Suleiman Aga’s enormous personal
coffee supply. These exotic affairs are described by Isaac D’Israeli in his Curiosities of
Literature:On bended knee, the black slaves of the Ambassador, arrayed in the most gorgeous
Oriental costumes served the choicest Mocha coffee in tiny cups of egg-shell porcelain, hot,
strong and fragrant, poured out in saucers of gold and silver, placed on embroidered silk doylies
fringed with gold bullion, to the grand dames, who fluttered their fans with many grimaces,
bending their piquant faces—be-rouged, be-powdered and be-patched—over the new and
steaming beverage.Captain John Smith, who founded the colony of Virginia at Jamestown in
1607 and who knew of coffee from his Turkish travels, was probably the first to introduce the
beverage to North America. The cargo list of the Mayflower carried this item: a wooden mortar
and pestle used for grinding coffee powder. It is quite likely that Dutch New Amsterdam was
familiar with coffee, but not until 1668, when the town was called New York, does the earliest
reference to coffee appear. Mention is made of a drink made from roasted beans and flavored
with sugar or honey and cinnamon. In 1683 William Penn, founder of Pennsylvania, was aghast
at the price he was forced to pay for a pound of coffee from New York: 18 shillings 8 pence, or
the equivalent of $4.65. It can readily be seen why the early colonists made do with beverages



prepared from herbs, spicewood, sassafras root, and other shrubs.
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petrocrab, “As a coffee roasting hobbyist, I have used this .... As a coffee roasting hobbyist, I
have used this book for over 20 years. It remains an invaluable reference to anyone who wants
"close dancing" with the Java Bean.  - Buy it!”

Sylvia Carter, “Gorgeous Photos, Not Enough Writing. All the recent "advances" in coffee culture
and all the baristas and all the writing about the subject do not outdo this classic guide. It's still
the best. I have a soft spot in my heart for the late, lamented Schapira's Flav-r Cup on W. 10th
St., a "cottage industry" of a roaster in Manhattan. Yet even if I had not had a long association
with the store where the Schapiras sold coffee, I would recommend this book ever so highly.”

PatrickHenryPDX, “This book forever changed the way I brew my coffee.. This book forever
changed the way I brew my coffee. It is worth reading even if you are coffee aficionado and do
not care about tea.”

Sherien M, “Five Stars. great book”

Kari Brooks, “Great Book. It was a Christmas gift for my daughter and she us really enjoying it
and learning what she wanted to know.”

Jason S. Taylor, “The Elixirs of Life. Coffee is the drink of friendship, the drink of adventurers that
bolsters in the face of danger and hardship. It is loved by Christians, Moslems, and Jews. By
kings and commoners. By reactionaries and revolutionaries. It crosses the ties of creed, and
nationality and binds men together. Tea is the drink of quiet. It is loved, by Chinese, Japanese,
English, Russians, and many others, each in their own way.These two great drinks are a gift to
mankind. And the author explores this gift with love. He tells of anecdotes and folklore, of local
customs and of the adventurous history of both drinks, as they traveled the long road from
plantation to consumer. The author also gives various bits of the lore of both drinks; methods of
cultivation, the customs of merchants, and the means of preparing. There is also a list of recipes
that go with both drinks.This book shows if it need be shown further that everyday items have
their own romance to them. And when you put a cup of coffee or tea to your lip you are drinking
the same drink that men have fought and intrigued over, and have traveled many a mile for. You
are drinking in the palaces of Czars, and Emperors; in the tents of bedouin chieftains, in Turkish
bazaars or in the galleys of ships and the camps of armies. When you drink coffee or tea you are
drinking history, you are drinking romance. And you are drinking friendship and good cheer. And
in this fascinating book, the author tells about the lore of these two great drinks.”

The book by Joel Schapira has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 12 people have provided feedback.
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